UKOG STATEMENT
In response to a series of false claims and inaccuracies made by Stuart Haszeldine, a
professor at the University of Edinburgh, and Brockham Oil Watch, published by the
Leatherhead Advertiser and the Dorking Advertiser on 16 May 2019.
NOTE ON LATEST RESEARCH ON THE NEWDIGATE FAULT AND LOCATION OF EARTH TREMORS
It should be noted that Dr Stephen Hicks, Imperial College London, an independent and renowned
expert in seismology, is in the process of publishing an academic paper on the Newdigate seismic
events, including refined locations and depths of the tremors. Whilst at Southampton University Dr
Hicks designed and installed the seismometers over the Newdigate fault for the British Geological
Survey (BGS) and interpreted the resulting data. His analysis calculates that the swarm of earth tremor
events can be located to a narrow zone of slippage along a single identified fault. The slippage and cause
of the earth tremors is located at over 2km depth, not at the 1km cited previously by Professor
Haszeldine.
Dr Hicks now interprets the movement of the Newdigate fault to lie within the Great Oolite Limestone
horizon (see Figure A), a mechanically brittle zone, some 1.1km to 1.4km below the shallower
Kimmeridge Limestone and Portland Sandstone oil producing intervals at Horse Hill. Furthermore, the
Great Oolite is separated from the base of the Kimmeridge Limestones by some 600m (2,000ft) of
impermeable mudstones of the Oxfordian and Middle Jurassic sections, making any downwards fluid
and pressure communication from the Kimmeridge or Portland to the zone of Newdigate fault
movement extremely problematic.
A published paper led by Dr James Verdon, and a soon-to-be submitted detailed study by Dr Hicks and
colleagues, both state that based on all available evidence at present, the earthquakes are most likely to
be natural. The researchers will continue to monitor the situation closely should there be any more
earthquakes.
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Figure A: Publicly available seismic line showing the Newdigate fault and earthquake location

UK OIL & GAS PLC RESPONSE TO FALSE ALLEGATIONS OF PROFESSOR HASZELDINE AND
BROCKHAM OIL WATCH, AS PUBLISHED BY LEATHERHEAD ADVERTISER NEWSPAPER
FALSE STATEMENT 1
Haszeldine: “There is a pattern that a few days before the borehole is reactivated, something happens.
This something may be very standard practice of releasing gas through safety valves before equipment
is put into the borehole. I am inferring that the safety valves are drained, an earthquake happens, the
company put the equipment down there, start production and then it is removed.”
UKOG CORRECTION
This statement likely refers to the release of any gas within the well’s A casing annulus that exceeds
normal atmospheric pressure (see below for a detailed explanation of this phenomenon). There was no
such gas or pressure bleed-off during the period referred to, as is detailed below.
Figure 1 below shows the status of the Horse Hill-1 well (HH-1) from March 2016 (the end of the first
flow test of HH-1) to 4 July 2018 (the start of the second flow test of HH-1). The A annulus is the space
between the unperforated steel production tubing and the half-inch thick steel casing, which is in turn
bonded via impermeable concrete into the surrounding rock of the wellbore. The base of the A annulus
is formed by either a pressure tight plug (“bridge plug”) or pressure tight packer.
Therefore, during the entire 28-month period between flow tests the A annulus was a sealed
pressure-tight steel cylinder which had no direct physical or pressure communication to the
surrounding rock or formations. It is therefore entirely false to state or imply that a pressure change
in the A annulus during this period could transmit into the surrounding rock and induce seismicity.
As detailed below, following routine well integrity monitoring and maintenance on 5-6 April and 29
June 2018, no excess pressure was recorded in the A annulus. There was therefore no gas bleed-off
from the well during the onset of seismic activity at Newdigate, which began on 1 April 2018. As is
detailed below in Figure 2, five tremors were recorded before the well had any communication with the
rocks below.
Figure 1 also demonstrates that from March 2016 until 4 July 2018 the well was in a suspended state
with no physical communication path from the surface to the oil-bearing rocks below. Even if there
had been an annulus bleed-off, this would not physically be able to affect anything in the subsurface,
only within the confines of a cylinder formed by the steel casing itself.
Professor Haszeldine presents no evidence for his allegations of a pattern between gas venting, which
in any event did not occur prior to testing operations, and seismicity. Figure 2 shows there was no
“gas bleed off” versus seismic events recorded by the BGS.
It should also be noted that there were no associated seismic events coincident with drilling
operations in 2014 or with HH-1 flow testing in 2016 where identical procedures were employed.
Following flow testing in 2016, where the same oil-bearing zones were flowed using identical
procedures and processes, without any local seismic activity, the well was kept in a standard industry
safe, “suspended” state, i.e. the oil bearing horizons were kept isolated from the surface by semipermanent pressure-tight plugs (“bridge plugs”). These plugs could only be removed by specialist well
interventions, using heavy equipment, i.e. requiring full-scale 24/7 well operations.
Figure 1 demonstrates that three bridge plugs, all tested to withhold 2,000 psi (around 1,000 psi greater
than the highest formation pressure in the oil reservoirs), isolated the A casing annulus from the
surface, i.e. there was no physical connection to any oil-bearing horizon or rock. The suspension
configuration was approved by the Oil and Gas Authority (OGA), and reviewed by the Health and Safety
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Executive (HSE) and by an independent well examiner. The well was routinely inspected for well
integrity and annulus pressure prior to the start of 2018 testing operations.
The first of the bridge plugs above the uppermost Portland oil reservoir section was removed on 4 July
2018. Prior to that date there was no communication from the surface to any rock formation within
the well. It is therefore completely false to state or imply that venting of gas at any period from March
2016 until 4 July 2018 could possibly influence stress changes in the subsurface that could result in
seismicity.
FALSE STATEMENT 2
Haszeldine/Brockham Oil Watch (BOW): British Geological Survey and Oil and Gas Authority believe the
extended well test did not start until July 9th. But this doesn’t include preparatory well interventions,
such as bleeding off the annulus or pressure testing, which the release of the gas would come under.
UKOG CORRECTION
OGA provided its approval for the HH-1 extended well test on 13 June 2018. Horse Hill Developments
Ltd (HHDL), a subsidiary company of UK Oil & Gas PLC (UKOG), could therefore not and did not start any
subsurface well intervention work prior to that date. In fact, the EWT equipment was only mobilised in
late June arriving on site and being set up between 25 June and 1 July 2018.
ON 5-6 APRIL and 29 JUNE 2017, THE A ANNULUS PRESSURE WAS CHECKED AND THERE WAS NO
EXCESS PRESSURE, i.e. it was at atmospheric pressure. There was, therefore, NO ANNULAR PRESSURE
RELEASE required. Even if it had been required, as there was no physical communication between the
annulus and the subsurface rock formations until after 4 July 2018, the annular bleed-off would have
been above three pressure tight suspension plugs and could not possibly influence stress changes in
the subsurface that would result in seismicity. Flow to surface commenced on 9 July 2018.
As referred to above, the uppermost suspension plug (at a depth of 1,983ft), set above the first reservoir
zone to be flowed, the Portland, was pressure tested to 2,000 psi on 3 July 2018. This plug was removed
safely on 4 July. No flow was observed in the well when it was safely removed.
The remaining two deeper suspension plugs were safely removed in September 2018, prior to flow
testing of the deeper Kimmeridge reservoir. This means that from March 2016 until 4 July 2018, there
was no communication from any reservoir to surface, from 4 July to September 2018 solely the shallow
Portland reservoir was connected only during flow periods and from September 2018 onwards the
Portland and Kimmeridge reservoirs were open to surface only during flow periods.
UKOG provided the timeline (Figure 2) of the HH-1 EWT to OGA and also presented it at the workshop
held by OGA and BGS, in October 2018. Professor Haszeldine was present at that workshop, so is fully
aware of the EWT timeline. We have also supplied this information freely to independent researchers at
the Universities of Bristol, Southampton and Imperial College London. They find no demonstrable
correlation between seismic events and our operations.
Figure 1 below shows how the well was suspended prior to the commencement of the HH-1 EWT in late
June. The three suspension plugs (“bridge plugs”) that isolate the annulus from the previously tested (in
2016) reservoir zones are clearly annotated in Figure 1. These plugs were also all pressure tested in
2016. The fact that there was no pressure in the annulus at the start of EWT operations in 2018 proves
that these plugs provided a good seal from the reservoirs during the interim period.
It should be noted that removal of bridge plugs is not a simple operation that can be accomplished by a
few personnel at surface, which was UKOG’s only presence at the site prior to 25 June 2018. The plugs
require removal by specialist operations using heavy equipment. In the case of the lowermost plug, this
operation took a week of drilling to remove the plug.
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FALSE STATEMENT 3
Haszeldine: UKOG schedule states activity started in late June. This would correlate with the first swarm
of earthquakes in summer 2018, beginning on June 27.
UKOG CORRECTION
The first five earthquakes occurred prior to the start of subsurface operations on 4 July 2018, i.e.
before the first bridge plug was removed. Therefore, there is no correlation between subsurface
operations in HH-1 and these first five earth tremors (see Figures 1 and 2). The timing simply does not
fit.
The first earthquake from the Newdigate fault was on 1 April 2018, when no subsurface activity had
commenced at the Horse Hill wellsite. This is a matter of fact, as can be seen from BGS’s database of UK
earthquakes. As stated above, surface operations began on 25 June 2018, with the arrival of test
equipment. The test equipment installation, set up and pressure testing took a week. Connection with
the shallowest Portland reservoir took place only from 4 July 2018.
Therefore, from March 2016 until 4 July 2018 the well was completely and demonstrably pressure
isolated from the surrounding rocks due to the three tested bridge plugs inside the well’s casing. On
29 June 2018, the A annulus was found to have zero surface pressure requiring no annular pressure
bleed off. As described above, since the annulus was completely isolated from any oil-bearing rock
formations below, if any pressure bleed off had been required, it could not have influenced stress
changes in the subsurface that would result in seismicity.
Some surface preparatory construction activities also took place at the site in March/April 2018. These
involved resurfacing the well pad, installing a second concrete well cellar, installing a new site fence and
widening the access track. The wellhead and casing pressure integrity was also tested (at the surface) on
5 and 6 April 2018, where no excess pressure above atmospheric was recorded in the A annulus.
FALSE STATEMENT 4
Haszeldine: “It is a pretty big coincidence that there are no earthquakes in the region for 30 to 40 years
and UKOG come along, drill a hole and then we see 34 earthquakes. UKOG said when the earthquakes
have happened there was no equipment in the hole, but it is normal practice to drain the safety valves
beforehand and they haven’t answered this question.”
UKOG CORRECTION
This statement is both inaccurate and misleading.
Firstly, Figure 2 shows that the first five earthquakes at Newdigate started from 1 April 2018, when no
subsurface operations or activities had commenced at Horse Hill. The well was in a suspended state
with the surface completely isolated from the rocks below.
It should also be noted that there were no associated seismic events coincident with drilling
operations in 2014 or with flow testing using identical equipment and procedures in 2016.
As previously described, the first earth tremor on 1 April 2018 occurred some three months prior to the
removal of the bridge plug above the Portland reservoir in HH-1 and the start of subsurface operations.
There is no evidence provided by Professor Haszeldine to support his statement or his timeline. It is
demonstrably untrue. We provide an accurate timeline of operation and earthquakes in Figure 2, which
also corresponds to information supplied to OGA (a copy of which was given to Professor Haszeldine)
and experts in seismicity at the Universities of Bristol, Southampton and Imperial College London.
The commencement of our operations was also put into the public domain on 27 June 2018 (RNS
Number: 6830S). This was reported on various public websites, plus was immediately available on
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UKOG’s website. The start/finish of specific test horizons was also similarly put into the public domain
via further press releases.
Secondly, although a relatively quiet seismic area, the Weald of SE England has recorded significant
numbers of earthquakes in recent times, most notably in Chichester and Folkestone. BGS’s publicly
available records demonstrate that Chichester has recorded 9 seismic events of up to a magnitude of 4.7
ML and Folkestone 13 events of up to 4.3 ML. Further events have been recorded around Billingshurst
(3), East Grinstead, Lewes and Scaynes Hill. Of the 13 oil producing fields in the Weald, which have been
operating for well over 25 years and each located within a short distance of faults of similar orientation
and nature to those at Horse Hill, none have been directly associated with significant recorded and
repeated seismic events.
The detection of shallow low magnitude earthquakes is not a simple process and relies entirely upon the
locations and number of local measuring devices (seismometers). To say that there have been no
shallow earthquakes on record for the Weald is not a correct statement on the area’s seismicity but
more a comment upon its lack of monitoring history.
Southern England has one of the lowest densities of stations in the UK Seismograph Network. A map
released in 2010 by BGS (see https://earthquakes.bgs.ac.uk/monitoring/detcon_2010_high.jpg) depicts
how even nine years ago they were unable to accurately detect an earthquake with a magnitude of less
than 2.5 ML. By the end of 2017, the detection capability of the network had increased sufficiently that
it was capable of detecting an earthquake with a magnitude of 2.0 ML or above (Baptie, 2017).
Therefore, it is entirely possible that Southern England was subjected to many earthquakes of a similar
magnitude to that of the Newdigate tremors, but that the UK Seismograph Network was unable to
detect them prior to the 2010-2017 period.
Another issue in the detection of earthquakes is that several seismometers must be located no further
from the epicentre than twice the depth of the hypocentre (Bormann, 2002). This means that to
accurately record an earthquake with a hypocentre depth of 2km (i.e. the average depth of Newdigate
tremors), there must be several seismometers less than 4km away. Consequently, unless these shallow
earthquakes occur in close proximity to a seismometer, they are unlikely to be recorded. It should be
noted that a cluster of five seismometers now sits around the Newdigate fault making the detection of
small seismic events possible for the first time.
FALSE STATEMENT 5
BOW: “We think it is wrong that the BGS and the OGA limit their analysis to injection or pumping
activities only. This leaves out other wellbore interventions, which might have the potential to cause
seismicity.”
UKOG CORRECTION
The oil & gas sector has four regulators: the local planning authority, the Environment Agency (EA), HSE
and OGA. BGS is not a regulator of the oil & gas industry or of any other industry, it is a government
organisation that provides expert services and impartial advice on all areas of geoscience. It is the UK’s
premier provider of objective and authoritative geoscientific data, information and knowledge.
OGA do not limit themselves to the areas stated by BOW. All wellbore activities that have direct access
to hydrocarbon or water bearing rocks require approval by OGA. In addition, such activities require
reviews by HSE, and where any mining waste, emissions, or activities relating to surface water or
groundwater are involved, a permit from EA is required. Activities which involve routine inspection,
maintenance or routine safety actions in a “suspended” well where, by the nature of the well
suspension, there is no direct connection between the surface and subsurface hydrocarbon bearing
rocks, does not require a permit from OGA.
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As described above, since a suspended well is completely isolated from the surface via pressure tight
plugs set above the open perforated sections of the casing, any wellbore intervention is limited to the
sealed A annulus and, by definition, this work cannot connect to the subsurface rock formations and
induce seismicity as it is a closed, sealed system inside a concrete and steel tube.
We routinely supply the results of well integrity tests, which we perform every 6 months, to any
regulator who requests them. OGA are regularly informed, as are HSE and EA, as to our activities and
make frequent site visits, as well as office-based reviews.
FALSE STATEMENT 6
Haszeldine: “It seems quite possible that the Horse Hill operator opened up the well in late March 2018,
and in so doing changed the fluid and gas pressures in the well, but they never reported it to the
regulator.”
UKOG CORRECTION
This is a serious statement. It is factually incorrect and, in our opinion, potentially defamatory. As
demonstrated above, UKOG did not perform any subsurface operations in March 2018 and did not
have approval from OGA or any other regulator to do so.
FALSE STATEMENT 7
Haszeldine: “The borehole is unusual because UKOG have drilled along a plain of known faults, in
essence a zone of faulting with lots of parallel fractures.”
UKOG CORRECTION
HH-1 is an entirely normal conventional oil well. Publicly available geophysical data demonstrate that
the HH-1 wellbore does not intersect a geological fault or fault plane, see Figure 3. Moreover, the data
also demonstrate that there is no fault connection or intersection with the seismically active fault at
Newdigate.
Figure A (above) and Figure 3 (below) also demonstrate that the oil producing sections in the Portland
and uppermost Kimmeridge sections are over 1000m vertically above the Great Oolite interval zone of
fault movement at Newdigate. This 1000m section includes over 600m of intervening impermeable
Jurassic claystones, which mechanically isolate the oil reservoirs from the active geological zone at
Newdigate.
Note the article refers to a “plain of faults”. This is almost certainly a misunderstanding by the reporter
as no such thing can be found in the geological literature. Professor Haszeldine was presumably
referring to a “fault plane” or fault surface.
The well has been intensively studied since 2014, by a wide range of academic geologists, specialist
fracture experts, outside consultants in both the UK and USA, and other oil companies. There is not a
single mention by any of them of faulting observed in the well.
Independent seismic mapping by at least four other oil companies and a number of professional
consultancies show there is no fault at or close to HH-1 in the Portland or Kimmeridge rocks. The
nearest possible fault is over half a kilometre away from the well. Even David Smythe, a controversial
activist, has publicly stated in writing that HH-1 did not intersect a fault. To our knowledge, Professor
Haszeldine has no background in seismic interpretation. He is quite alone in his views on this subject.
FALSE STATEMENT 8
Haszeldine: “I am certain the oil company has drilled along the faults on purpose to increase the flow.
They are exploiting natural fractures but because the oil is coming out of the fractures very quickly it has
caused a pressure change. This is because the drilling zone is not even with other areas causing pressure
to build up.”
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UKOG CORRECTION
Professor Haszeldine expresses “certainty” about something that is not true and for which he has
neither requested data from HHDL or UKOG, nor has he taken the time to look at and evaluate the
publicly-available seismic data in the UK Onshore Geophysical Library to support his argument. As Figure
3 demonstrates, HH-1 was not drilled along any faults, it was drilled in 2014 on a structural high, well
away from any faulting, to target conventional reservoirs. The existence of a fractured oil reservoir in
the Kimmeridge section was not known to science prior to 2015 and was only confirmed during the first
HH-1 well test in 2016. For UKOG, it speaks volumes that Professor Haszeldine is certain of something
that is patently untrue.
As a geologist, Professor Haszeldine should, perhaps, realise that any fluid that flows into a well will
cause a pressure change - that is simply how the fluid can flow into the wellbore. He should also realise
that fluid flow and pressure changes within a naturally fractured reservoir use the same physics as fluids
flowing anywhere else in the subsurface. Natural fractures in themselves cannot distort the laws of
physics, which would dictate that if fluids are extracted from the subsurface, then the pressures,
gradually over time, will lower around the immediate vicinity of the wellbore, not build up.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no mechanism which has been proven to link fault reactivation
and associated seismicity to this gentle decrease in subsurface pressures. However, one proven cause of
induced seismicity, which mirrors the natural movement on faults, is via a significant increase in fluid
pressure along a fault plane which can be caused by the injection of very large volumes of water. If fluids
are injected at high pressures and in large volumes into faulted areas, they can, under certain
circumstances, act effectively as a “lubricant” by permitting a minor fault slip. This is why water injection
schemes require a permit from the EA so that the injection does not raise the subsurface pressure above
its natural state, it simply maintains the pressure at its original “virgin” pressure.
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Figure 1: Horse Hill-1 Suspension Configuration March 2016 to 4 July 2018

Notes: Retrievable bridge plug 2 (the uppermost suspension plug) was successfully pressure tested to
2,000 psi on 3 July 2018 and safely removed on 4 July 2018. The two lower plugs remained in place until
September 2018 isolating the Kimmeridge oil bearing section.
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The two deeper plugs were also pressure tested to 2000 psi prior to the start of Portland flow testing
which confirmed their integrity. Retrievable Plug #1 was removed on 10 September 2018, the final
permanent plug on 18 September 2018.
The top two plugs were removed with a drill-pipe based retrieval tool. However, the deepest
“permanent” plug had to be drilled out with a milling tool, indicating how robustly it was set in position.
Figure 2: Horse Hill operational and Newdigate earthquake timelines

Figure 3: publicly available seismic data, UK Onshore Geophysical Library (https://ukogl.org.uk/)
demonstrates clearly that the Horse Hill-1 wellbore does not intersect a fault. Neither does it connect
with the fault at Newdigate. The well is shown in broken black and white and faults in solid black
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